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Localization for Flat Modules in Algebraic K-Theory 
DANIEL R. GRAYSOK 
There are two localization theorems in algebraic K-theory which yield long 
esact sequences for the K-groups of certain triples of exact categories: One 
handles the quotient of an Ahelian category [9], and the other relates a ring and 
its localization by nonzero divisors. 
We present here a localization theorem for certain categories of R-modules 
flat over a base ring d (Theorem 4.8). The problem encountered in [6] was the 
lack of suitable non-Abelian quotient categories for the filtration by relative 
codimension of support: We find a suitable quotient category and use techniques 
of Quillen to obtain the long exact sequence. The proof is longer than the proof 
in [9] of the localization theorem for Abelian catcgorics, and dots not retain the 
symmetry between monies and epis. This asymmetry leads to the introduction 
of relatively torsion-free modules, for they tend to map into or onto enough 
other modules. Useful tools include a generalization of Waldhauscn’s cofinality 
theorem and a modification of Quillen’s resolution theorem. 
The quotient category obtained is not very computable; a slightly larger exact 
category is more so. The K-groups are the same if cofinality can be established, 
but we can only do this for codimension <l (Theorem 5.2). This is good enough 
to show that the first two sheaves in the resolution of .X,(X) constructed in [6j 
are flasque (Proposition 6.4). 
If X is smooth over S of relative dimension 2, and S is finite, then we can see 
that A”(X) :: H’(X, Z,) is g enerated by classes of coherent C’,-modules finite 
and free over CS , and the relations can be described (Section 9) with no reference 
to higher K-theory. 
Recall that when 5’ is a field, -if’(X) is the group of zero cycles on X modulo 
rational equivalence. When S is not a field, A’(S) may yield information about 
the infinitesimal str-ucture of the cycle class group, as in [2]; moreover A”(X) is 
part of a graded ring A’(X) which might harbor Chern classes for vector bundles 
on the singular variety X. 
The relations for A2(X) can be found by computing boundary maps from 
higher K-theory and using the fact that K, of a local ring is generated by sym- 
bols. They are those given by exact sequences and those of the form c(y, f, g) q -= 0, 
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where T is a point in S of codimension 1 in S and f, g E k(X)“. The symbol c 
is defined in Section 9. If ~1 is the only component of g = 0 and _v is not a com- 
ponent off (assuming now f and g are regular functions on S) then ~(31, f  g) == 
[pX/(f, g)], and is the divisor off as a function on the curve g = 0. 
While computing boundary maps we found that to two exact sequences 
in an exact category ,// is associated an element T(E, F) ink;&! (Proposition 7.7). 
We use it to show that the boundary map K2 - Kr is the tame symbol when 
we expect it to be (Corollary 7.13). 
I. COFINALITY 
Suppose ,N is a full exact subcategory of an exact category d and is closed 
under extensions in b. The inclusion &! C .P is called cofinal if for any P E Y 
there is some Q E 9 so that P @ Q E J#. In this case, Waldhausen has shown 
that the map K+Y ---f k’@’ is an isomorphism for i ;> 0 and injective for i =; 0, 
provided every exact sequence in :Y splits (see [3, Propositions 1. I, 1.3]), but 
the result holds in general. 
THEOREM 1.1. If JOY C .Y is cqfnal, then Iii,& --t k’@ 2s an isomo~plzisnl fat 
i ?b 0 and inje&:e for i =- 0. 
Proof. Let v =. ckr(k;,d/ 4 A&Y), and let [P] denote the class of I’ in z-. 
Call objects P, , P, t :Y equivalent (modulo 4) if Pl Q) AZ, z P, @) X2 for 
some Mr , M2 E J&‘. Equivalence is an equivalence relation, and we denote the 
set of equivalence classes .<P’,. by G. Define (PI: + <<,O; := ,,lP 5) Q’> (this 
definition respects equivalence classes) and then G is a group (cofinality ensures 
that inverses exist). 
Suppose 0 + P’ - P--f P” + 0 is an exact sequence in b. choosing P, , 
P2 so that P’ 6~ Pl , P” (3 P2 E JZ yields an exact sequence 
0 --f P’ @“ PI ---f P @l PI @J Pz ---f P” @ P? ---f 0 
which shows that P qd Pl @ Pz E 4 by closure under extensions. Thus .P’ 
- i :Pl @P,;. = -(PI:\ - <P.,> = *(P’:: + (P”,, holds in G. 
It is now clear that G s 7~. According to [3, Proposition 1 .I] we must show 
that given Pl ,..., P, E 9 such that (P,;: : ..’ = c:P,) E G. there exists a Q 
in :B so that p1 (:<I Q,..., P, @ Q E ,&Z. In any case, there is a Q so that P, @ Q E 
A, and thus iP, (3 Q> = ... = <;P, @ 0’; =- 0, so we may assume (:Pl 
... = <P,, =- 0. Then each Pi is equivalent to zero, so P, E.r 54, E A’ for 
suitable Mi E “4’. Sow take Q :: M, (3 ... (3 M, and we are done. (l.E.D. 
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2. RESOLUTION 
The following theorem differs from Quillen’s resolution theorem in that left 
exactness is not required, but there must be enough projectives. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose A! is an exact category, 9 is a full exact subcategory 
closed under extensions, and for every object M of AT there is an exact sequence 
0 ---f P ---f Q -+ M---f 0 with P, Q E .Y and Q projective. Then i,‘,.rP +’ h7&! 
is an isomorphism for all i > 0. 
Proof. Let .F be the full subcategory of A’ whose objects are all FE& 
such that F @ P E :Y for some P E 9. To see that F is closed under extensions 
in A, let 0 -F’ ---f F ---f F” --f 0 be an exact sequence with F’. F” E -9. If 
F’ (t: P’, F” Tt‘: P”, P’, P” E B then the exact sequence 
O-~F’~~P’-~FI~P’OP”-~F”~IP~-~O 
shows F @, P’ @ P” E B and FE 9. 
Thus .F is an exact category, and the cofinality of ,Y Cfl shows that 
K.9 cg 
‘Th 
K,.F is an isomorphism all i > 0. (Surjectivity for i = 0 is clear.) 
e resolution theorem of Quillen [9, Sect. 4, Theorem 31 will show that 
hVi.9 := K,A once we verify 
(i) given any ME A’, there is a resolution 0 --j F’ --j F --j 112 --f 0 with 
F’, FEN-; 
(ii) given any 0 -+ G + F + A4 ---f 0 in AZ!’ with F E F, then G E .F. 
To check (ii) let 0 + P --f Q - M + 0 be a resolution of M with Q projec- 
tive and P, Q E :Y. Construct the pullback diagram 
0 0 
T T 
O+G ---tF--+M+O 
1; T t 
O---G dT-+Q---to 
t t 
pzp 
t I 
0 0 
Then P, F E F implies T E F’, but T = G @ Q and Q E .P implies G E .F. 
Now (i) follows from (ii) and the hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
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3. RELATIVELY TORSION-FREE MODULES AND LOCALIZATION 
Let .-1 4 R be a flat map of commutative Noetherian rings. We record first 
the form of the local criterion of flatness we find most useful: 
LEMRZA 3. I. Suppose IU + IV is a map of Jinite R-modules, and ,X7 is flat 
over A3. Then the following conditions are equicyalent : 
(i) :;I1 + -V is injective and its cokernel is jlat over -4 
(ii) j11 i! :,d k(//) --t 12’ i: I,, k(j) j t’ 1 f c 1s in ec ize OY eark prime // C .-I of the f~wti~ 
/ := q n z4 where q is a musimal ideal of R. 
(iii) AI + X is universally injective relative to -4. 
The lemma follows easily from [I, VII 4. I, p. 1421. 
Let ‘.//,< j denote the exact category of finitely generated R-modules tlat 
over z-l. 1 f s r; R and M E ..flR _/ , then we call s a relative nonzero divisor on 111 
if s is a nonzero divisor on fi2 and AllsAl is Bat over ‘4, or equivalently, s is a 
nonzero divisor on JI a,, k(j,) f or each //. We call s a relative nonzero divisor 
if s is a relative nonzero divisor on M = R. Now suppose we are given a multi- 
plicative subset S of R consisting of relative nonzero divisors. 
\Ve say I, {I. .YK, _, is relatively torsion-free if every s E S is a relative nonzero 
divisor on I,. I,et Y denote the full subcategory of A,;, whose objects are the 
relatively torsion-free modules. Since .F is closed under ertcnsions in :/i, , ) 
it is an exact category. 
LEMMA 3.2. If 0 - 121 --t I, 4 n: - 0 is an exact sequence in _ A/R , with 
L E Y, il1erl Al E Y. 
Proof. For each s E S and each /I E Spec(=l), we know s is a nonzero divisor 
on AW !;’ , k(;ri) because the latter is a submodule of L (-jj,., k(j), on which s is a 
nonzero divisor. Q.E.D. 
LEMlLIA 3.3. Suppose f : I, - I\I is a map in =/flR.‘,, zith L t 2 such that smlj 
is an admissible monomorphism in AS-IR 1.4 (i.e., is a monomorphism with $a/ 
cokernel). Then f is an admissible monomorphism in .Hi, ! , . 
Proqf. The hypotheses yield the diagram 
for any/// E Spec =1, which shows that f @) 1 is injective. Now apply Lemma 3.1. 
QED. 
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Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 are the properties of 5? which are most important for us. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The inclusion 2 C Al8 ,,, induces isomorphisms 
on Ii-theory?,, i.e., the map 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Since any free R-module is in 2, any N EJzZ~,,~ has a resolution of 
length 1 by objects of Z’ (Lemma 3.2). In addition, if 0 -+ M + L --f N --+ 0 
is exact with L E _Lp, then M G 2. Thus the resolution theorem [9, Sect. 41 
applies. Q.E.D. 
We now define an exact category $* which plays the role of the “image” of 2 
in As-lRIA . 
DEFINITION 3.5. V is the full subcategory of J&if,-,,,, whose objects are 
those I’ isomorphic to S-lL for some L E 9. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose L E 9, ME AR , and S-IL C S-1M. Then for some 
s E S there is a monomorphism p: SL --f M which makes 
SL “,- M 
n j 
1 
S-IL C S-1M 
Proof. By shrinking L (replacing L by SL with s E S) we may assume L C imi. 
Let Rm -+g Rn -+ L --f 0 be a presentation of L. Choose f so that 
R” B-+ R” -----+L---+O 
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commutes. Since S-l(&) z= 0, shrinking L ensures that fx 0, yielding the 
mono /I. QED. 
Proof. 1,et I” S -‘I,‘, I “’ ~~ S~~‘L”, with L’, L” E Y’, and let liF 4s ‘!1f 
with Al E c /IR (dl mav not be flat over .4). By Lemma 3.6 wc may assume 
- L’ C III; if .V AI,‘L then I-” m= SYl-V. Shrinking L” to arrange L”‘C :I- and 
pulling back yields an exact sequence 0 - I,’ -+ L,, 4 L” + 0 with S-ill,, z TT’ 
and L 0 t Y’. QED. 
DEFIXITION 3.7. % is the full subcategory of QJR,‘.-( whose objects are the 
objects of 9’. 
The arrows of ‘6 may be represented by diagrams L ++- L, ---+ I,‘. n-here 1~) 
Lemma 3.2, I,, E 9’. Thus an arrow L -L’ of % is determined by a layer 
L,, C I,, C I,’ admissible in JU~.‘.~ and an isomorphism L .z LJL,, 
DEFIMTIO?J 3.8. 5’ is the subcategory of f&//ts-lRl,~l whose objects arc the 
objects of Y ., but whose arrows are isomorphism classes of diagrams I,- .++I’ 
ri;--+ 1.‘where F,EI/‘andkerpEY‘. 
DEFINTION 3.8.1. Y = YF’k,a is the full subcategory of dtiSmIR ,_, consisting 
of all Ifi isomorphic to S-mllcI for some ME -A?,,, . 
LEMMA 3.8.2. ,%‘ is closed under extension i?l J/‘S-~Ri.., and thus is at1 exact 
category. 3lo~eooer, the map 0% ^  + Q%:’ is a homotop?, equiz-alence. 
Proof. Suppose E: (0 ---f S--11IZ’ 4 61,’ - ‘Y-‘M” - 0) is an exact sequence 
and Al’, Al” F SURl,I . Using finite presentation of rf’, we can find an exact 
sequence ZI: (0 + !V’ --+ N --L N” - 0) of R-modules so that S ‘11 s B. 
There are maps f’: N’ - M’ and f”: M” - iV” so that S ‘f’ and S If” are 
multiplication by some s’, S” E S. Pulling D back alongf” and then pushing it out 
along ,f’ yields an exact sequence C: (0 --f ICI’ - M + 112” ---+ 0) so that 
S -lC z= E and 111 E A?‘~ i,., . 
Suppose IiT = S-IM and M E ~ti~,~ . We may find a resolution B: (0 -+I, -it 
F --f AI--f 0) with F free over R and L E 9 by Lemma 3.2. Then S--lB is a 
resolution of the form required to apply Theorem 2.1, and thus QY“ ---f QY’- 
is a homotopy equivalence. QED. 
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Since any epimorphism in 2 is admissible, L + S--lI, is a functor a: $5 --f 2 
which fits in the following diagram: 
The upper maps are shown to be homotopy equivalences in the proof of the 
resolution theorem [9, Sect. 41 used in Proposition 3.4; half of that proof applies 
equally well to show Q^r- --f 9 is a homotopy equivalence. That 5’ + Q$Y is 
a homotopy equivalence follows from Lemma 3.8.2. 
DEFINITION 3.9. JV is the full exact subcategory of JZZ’~ !.d consisting of all 11’ 
such that S-lN = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Z is the category whose objects are all surjective arrows 
(N ct L’) from QJYRIJ with NE JV and L’ E 3, and is a full subcategory of 
the category of arrows in QJY~,,, . Thus an arrow in 2 from (N ++- L’) to 
(X,, cc L6) is an isomorphism class of diagrams: 
where the top square is commutative and the bottom square is Cartesian. 
We let c denote the functor 2 + QJlr given by c(N tt L’) = N; note that c 
is fibered. 
LEMMA 3.11. c: A? -+ @Af is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. By Theorem A [9], it is enough to show that each fiber c-l(N) is 
contractible. Given N E JV, there is a free R-module Li and a surjection LA tf N, 
so c-l(N) is nonempty. The category c-l(N) has as objects all surjections 
(N c+ L’) with L’ E 9, and as arrows all commutative diagrams 
N-L’ 
II r 
N-L”. 
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The natural transformations (N cc L’) + (N tc L' @ L,$ c (N tt LJ 
show that c-l(X) is contractible. Q.E.D. 
Recall that the right fiber O/a has as objects all pairs (0 +l S-lL', L') where i 
is an arrow of 5 and L' E 9, and arrows are commutative diagrams: 
S-‘L’ L' 
where f is an arrow of %. 
We let da: 2 - O/a denote the functor &(K t+- L') = (0 e-- FL', L'). 
Let eO: A? + %’ denote the functor e,,(N ++- L') = L', so that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Consider the following diagram: 
%/A 
b b 
QW 
(2) 
It is immediate from Definition 3.10 that the top square commutes up to 
homotopy; so does the bottom square, and the others actually commute. (To 
avoid problems with base point, we assume all our categories have only one 
zero object.) 
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s 
THEOREM 3.12. The front square in (2) is homotopy Cartesian, and thus the 
back square is too. 
COROLLARY 3.13. There is a long exact sequence 
Note 3.13.1. Given a cube of pointed CW-complexes such as (2): 
such that 
(i) there are homotopies 5: j’, ‘v yj and 7: p’c ‘V &,land 
(ii) the other four faces of the cube commute, 
we consider the square 
where Q = E x B B’ xB G is the homotopy-theoretic fiber product (resp. 
Q’ = .,.) and A is the map 
(resp. A’ is . ..). Here w is the map 
w: sz 3 Q’, 
(e, c, g> t-+ (66 P’ce -=+ PPe -@+ kg = 9’7s yd. 
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If further 
(iii) q’< -= vi, 
then we can construct a homotopy WA ‘V h’g, as illustrated 
p ' i ' Ax q ' ; ' 1: :.: ; ' 'x 
If in addition 
(iv) E, 13, y are homotopy equivalences, 
then w is a homotopy equivalence. To see this we use the following lemma. 
LEMVA 3.13.2. Supposef: S+ 17andg: 1. + S are komotop~ inrene maps, 
and ol: fg ‘v I is a homotopj’. There is a homotopy 6: gf ‘v 1 so thtrt the two 
homotopies af und f8: fgf e: f aye homotopic (through homotopies of fgf witil,f). 
Choose homotopy inverses 2, p, 7 and homotopies for 13, p with this property. 
The diagram 
commutes up to homotopy (e.g., fip’ N /!?p’G N /@PC N pZ) so a slight crtension 
of the procedure by which we defined w allows us to define 
w: ST --, n 
(e’, p’e’ -C- q’g’, g’) + (Se’, pte’ ~- p/3p,,f ~_ /.JpfEEer -. flpTei ri;- . . 
We only draw the left half, for the right half is obtained by symmetry. The 
following diagram shows that ww N I. 
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The y marks the spot where we use the property from the lemma for ,8. The 
same reasoning that has just shown that w has a right inverse in the homotopy 
category applies to show that CT, has a right inverse. It follows immediately that 
w is a hnmotopy equivalence. 
Proof td 3.13.2. Let 7: gi r” 1 be any homotopy, and define 8 == (gf?)- 1 ; 
(gof) i 7. ‘Th e o f 11 owing diagram illustrates the homotopy we want. 
id 
id 
Q.E.D. 
If we further assume 
(v) g, is a homotopy equivalence 
then, since we have shown that (*) commutes up to homotopy, we may conclude 
that h is a homotopy equivalence if and only if A’ is, i.e., the front square of (2’) is 
homotop!; (‘artesian if and only if the back square is. 
In the case at hand, (2), we have 
<(A' -L’) = (N t+- L’)) 
T(O t- s-IL’) = (0 cc- FL’) 
so that (iii) is clearly satisfied. This justifies the second part of the statement 
of Theorem 3.13. I thank Richard Swan for pointing out to me that one must 
be careful here. 
The following diagram can serve as a guide to the proof of Theorem 3.12, 
which will occupy the rest of the section. 
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DEFINITION 3.14. For V E Y 1 we define the category b+( I’). Its objects are 
all pairs (I/ % S-l&f, M) with ME JL!~,,~ . An arrow is an arrow RI --+ M’ in 
O*@JZ /A which makes the following triangle commute: 
(This category is lJV in the notation of [9, Sect. 5, Theorem 51.) 
DEFINITION 3.15. For I‘ E Y“, let Xr. denote the ordered set whose objects 
are R-submodules L C V such that L E 9 and S-IL z V. For each L E & let 
CL be the category whose objects are (admissible) monomorphisms (L C M) in 
A! R ,.4 such that I’ 2 S-lM, and whose arrows are given by arrows (M >+ 
M,, t- M’) in Q&, ,,4 which make the following diagram commute in J!‘, lA : 
il “2 /I 4 
L c nz,, 
/I i 
L c M' 
(This category is Hi in the notation of [9].) When L' CL are in YV , there is an 
obvious functor gL --f FL, . We define the functor rL: 8, - b-r(P) by 
r,(L c M) = (P 2 S-lnf, M). 
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LEMMA 3.16. For an-v V E % ., the map 
is au isomorphism of categories (note that (&)” is a jilter& ordered set and the 
L’s ,eef .wdeu). 
Proof. First, we check surjectivity on objects: given (V 2 Splh1, AZ) E h--r(V) 
we use Lemma 3.6 to find i: L C M with S-IL = T;; by Lemma 3.3 i is an 
admissible mono of JS!~ ,,.r and thus an object of 6, . 
Second, injectivity on objects: given L E & and (ir: L C n/II), (i?: L C nf,) E 6, 
suppose (I’ 2 S-rni1r , Mr) = (V s SplAW2 , n&7,). Then fl4r = iW2 and 
S-‘l, S Li, For some s E S, we know s(i, - id) = 0, so by replacing L by SL 
we see that ($1, C n/r,) = (sL CM,) E 6,<, . 
Third, surjectivity on arrows: Suppose L E YV, and(i: L C M), (i’: L C AZ’) E G,, 
and we are given an arrow from (V z PM, M) to (T/ z S-r&l’, W) in 
h ml( I’), i.e ., an arrow f : M + M’ in Q&2’,,,, which makes 
commute. ‘IS’e may assume that f is either injective or surjective; say it’s in- 
jective. Then S-l(fi - i’) = 0 so for some s E S we know sfi = si’. Thus f 
gives an arrow in gnL: 
SL c nz 
!I i f 
so c nzf 
which does the trick. 
Finally, injectivity on arrows is clear. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.17. Given V E 9. and L E 9” , we define a functor K,: 
&L + Q./V to be &(L CM) = M/L on objects, and to act on arrows as dia- 
grammed: 
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(‘hecking that /z,- is a functor amounts to showing that if 
is a (‘artesian square, each of whose corners contains L, then 
is also C-artesian, which a diagram chase shows easily. 
The proof is the dual of the proof of [9, Sect. 5, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 3.19. The functov rL: 8, - bml( IT) is n homotopy equivulence. 
Proof. Given I,’ CL in Yr., the diagram 
commutes up to the homotopy given by the natural transformation A\lr;I, t+- dZ/L’. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.18. &I- - EL, is a homotopy equivalence, so hy Jxmma 3.16, 
so is rL . QED. 
DEFINITION 3.20. Given V’E I ‘, let cgr, denote the category whose objects 
are pairs (V E S-1M, u: M -+ L’) where u is an arrow in Q,//, , and I,’ E _Ip, 
and whose arrows from (V g S-lA4” , M,, - Lh) to ( fY 2; S ‘.IIr . Jr1 ---, L;) 
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are commutative squares in @&RIA compatible with the isomorphisms in 
QzJ~~s-1R!.A : 
(V # s-lA!& ) MO ug L;) 
/ s-lfll j,f lg 
(V “’ S-lM1 ( Ml 7 L;). 
Let sr,: 9rr + 6-r(V) be the functor sr( l- 2 S-lild, M + L’) = (Vz SrM, M), 
and let t,,: ??r. + V/u be the functor tr,( I’= Slill, M+“L’) = (I’+ S-~J~‘,L’). 
We must verify that Self: S-l:lZ --f S-lL’ i s an arrow of 9; if f is injective this 
is clear, so suppose f is surjective, f: M ++- L’. By Lemma 3.2, ker( f) E F, so 
ker(Srf) E I. and thus S-lf is an arrow in 9. 
LEMMA 3.2 I . The functov sv: 97” - b-l( L-) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Since sr, is fibered, it is enough to show that each fiber s$(V s 
S-IM, M) is contractible; that fiber is simply the category 9? of maps in &6YRlA 
from M to an object of 9’. Let 65! be the full subcategory of 99 whose objects are 
the surjective arrows (M ++- L,) with L, E 9. If S = (M +C L, b+ L) is an 
object of 3, then L, E 9 by Lemma 3.2. If we let X :=J (M t+ L,) E rP, then 
--7 
the arrow X - S given by the diagram 
is a universal arrow to Y from an object of GY. Thus the functor X -+ Ik is an 
adjoint to the inclusion G!! C 9Y. Now we can see that (Z is contractible just as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.11. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.22. The functor tV: YV - V/a is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Since t, is cofibered, it is enough to show that each fiber t;‘( I’- 
SFL’, L’) is contractible. Now the arrow I,- + S-lL’ in 9 is represented by a 
layer VO C k; C FL and an isomorphism V s VJI’,, , such that V,, C Ii is 
an admissible monomorphism of I”. The fiber mentioned above is equivalent 
to the ordered set of layers L, CL, CL’ (admissible in A%‘~,.~ with L, , L, E 2) 
such that S-‘L, z V,, and S-lL, s VI, By Lemma 3.3 this set is nonempty. 
Moreover, it is filtering, because for any two such layers L, CL, , LA CL; of L’, 
there is an s E S such that 
L;cL; 
SL, 
6 Q 
c 6 
S-IL, 
Lo CL1 Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 3.23. Given IV E Y - and L E J$ , the functor qL: X --L 6, is 
given by qL(A’ - L’) :: (L CL Gl 12:). The functor p,: Z’ --f g’,. is given by 
pL(N + L’) := (V e Spl(L @N),L 0 1Y -L El,‘). The functor d,: X + l;lu 
is given by rl,(N + L’) := (V -s S -r(L x:i N) - Smr(L CI L’), L @L’). This 
agrees with the earlier definition of dU 
We claim that diagram (3) commutes: d, mm=: t, ‘1 p, is clear. Also, sr.pL(~V+L’) 
=:: sc.( I- ” s-l(L (7) Iv), L gg N - L Q L’) -= ( li s s-l(L c$ N), L El X) =- 
u,(L CL @I N) := rLqL(N + L’), so sr7pr, -_m yLqL . Furthermore, k,q, == co is 
clear. 
It follows from Lemmas 3.11, 3.18, 3.19, 3.21( and 3.22 that every map in (3) 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. W’e know that J,,: X - O/a is a homotopy equi- 
valence; it only remains to show that all the base-change maps V/a+ l/‘/a are 
homotopy equivalences, and for this purpose it is enough to treat base-change 
by i: 0 >---f I- and j: 0 +C I’. 
consider the following diagram, where L E ~Y5.: 
We define functors i,j: A$ -+ Y,, by i(N +I L’) =: (0 E S~lA7, ,\’ :-- L (3~ 
ll: +rc,, L 8 L’) andj(N --tf L’) x (0 z Sp’iV, IV ++- L @ N ~*l~,~ L ($1 L’). 
It is easy to check that t,i = i*d, , fnj = j*d, , and roqo =-. s,l = soj. Thus i* 
and j* are homotopy equivalences. Q.E.D. 
4. LOCALIZATION IN CODIMENSION p 
Let rZ - R be a flat map of noetherian rings, and let A!iia denote the exact 
category of finitely generated R-modules of codimension >~p flat over A. In 
order to apply the results of Section 3 to determine the third term in the exact 
sequence 
we must impose some constraints on R. For instance, when p =: 0 there must 
be relative nonzero divisors annihilating each ME A’kiA . For p > 0 we must 
find sufficiently many quotient rings R’ which themselves have enough relative 
nonzero divisors. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. If iz is local with residue field K, call R pure (over rZ) if 
the closure in Spec(R) of any associated point of a fiber R @,., K(/z) contains an 
associated point of the closed fiber R @.A k. 
This definition is taken from [lo]. For the rest of the section A is local and 
has residue field k. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Call R superpure over A if any nonzero quotient R’ of R 
defined by a regular sequence of length p > 0 is pure over A. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) R is pure over -4 if and only if every f E R which is a nonzero 
divisor on R aa k is also a relative nonzero divisor in R. 
(ii) If R is local and the map A -+ R is local then R is superpure over A. 
(iii) If R is smooth over A with connected jbers, then R is pure over =1. 
(iv) If A is Artin, then R is superpure over A. 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 3.1, as does (ii). As for (iii), the points of 
Spec R which are associated points in their fibers are of the form pR where 
p E Spec A. Statement (iv) holds because there is only one fiber. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose R is superpure over il and R @J k is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Then 
(i) for any ME J%‘;,~; there is a relative nonzero divisor f E R with 
fM = 0, 
(ii) if f E R is a relative nonzero divisor, then R’ = R/fR has Cohen- 
Macaulav closed jber, 
(iii) for any nonzero ME ~221,~ there is a relative regular sequence (fi , . . ., f .) 
in R so that fiM = ..’ = fDM = 0, and 
(iv) JZ ‘+’ R/A - - limJYi.,, is a filtering inductive limit of exact categories, 
where the limit runs over all quotients R’ of R by a regular sequence of length p. 
Proof. (i) Since R @,4 k is Cohen-Macauley, its associated primes are 
minimal, and since supp(M) n Spec(R @A k) = supp(M @A k) has co- 
dimension 1 in Spec(R BA k), we may choose f E R vanishing on M and not on 
the minimal points of R @., k. 
(ii) Clear. 
(iii) Follows from (i) and (ii) by induction. 
(iv) The system is filtering, for if R; and Ri are two such quotients of R, 
we may find a third dominating both of them by applying (iii) to M = R; @ Ri . 
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COROLLARY 4.5. There is a long exact seqldeme 
. . . + A’. [[p-t1 + AT. {[p 
z-’ RIA TO R,A ---f l& &(“dt;,,,) --z . . 
where the limit runs ozler all R’ as ill (iv). 
Proof. Lise C’orollary 3.13. Notice that the transition maps for the system 
h-$r ’ R i.1 are defined on the level of topological spaces by the universal property 
of homotopy fihcrs. QED. 
For the remainder of Section 4 we assume *-I - R is superpure with Cohen-- 
nlacaulay closed fiber. 
In actuality, the transition maps are realized on the level of csact categories 
as follows: Suppose R; and Ri are quotients of R defined by relative regular 
sequences of length p. Let S, and S, denote the sets of relative nonzero divisors 
in R; and R.L, Suppose Rh is smaller than R; , and p: R; ---f+ Ri is the canonical 
surjcction. 
LEMMA 4.5. p(&) = s’, . 
P~of. By Lemma 4.3(i), we may assume -2 =- 12. The associated primes 
of Rg are minimal, and thus are also associated primes in R; , because the two 
rings are C’ohcn-Macaulay and have the same codimension. l’hus p(y) C S, . 
Suppose f E R; and p( f ) E S, , and It-t /I1 ,..., I,, bc those minimal primes of 
R; not containing I r-z ker p. Now since ,ij is prime, ,ci p nl, i,Gj n I, so choose 
fi +,Gi , and fi E njijpj n I. The only thing that could prevent f from being 
relative nonzero divisor is the possibility thatf E /li for some i. Letf’ = f $ Cfi 
where the sum runs over i with f E,;; ‘l’hcn i - f’ E 1 and f’ $ U i/i . Thus 
4’ E S, and p( .f’) == p( f ). QED. 
COROLLARY 4.6. STIR; --f S$Rh is N well-defined swjecti7i’e G,: hotno- 
morphism, anti restvictim of scalars defines an exact functov Yb$;; i.., -* YJ$; / , 
which ill tw2 yields the trmlsition wap in (4.4). 
Since STIR; = S,lRA , it pays to adopt notation to deemphasize the role S, 
plays. 
DEFINITION. k(R’/A) denotes ??A’, where S is the set of all relative nonzero 
divisors in R’. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let Yfi‘~$~~” denote the catcgorv of R-modules IT,’ with the 
property that for some quotient R’ = : R/(f, ,..., fT,)R of R by a relative regular 
sequence of length p with (fi ,..., f,)H’ = 0, Tf’ is a k(R’/il)-module and is of 
the form M @lR, k(R’/d) for some ill E .k’~‘~,,,, . 
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THEOREM 4.8. (i) r’lr:y;+l =hWt”,,,, , where the limit YUYLS over R’ as 
above, and is an exact catefovy, 
(ii) there is a long exact sequence 
E'mof. The point is that %fi;,,.,, is actually a full subcategory of the category 
of all R-modules. Q.E.D. 
The map iYi&zlA - &W-$;+ comes from an exact functor 6: JXIIA - 
W’ii,;+;+’ described as follows: Given ME &!g,,, , find an R’ which supports it, 
and’take &1 @‘I~, k(R’/A). Th e resulting R-module is independent of the choice 
of R’. 
It is likely that the functor ~fl;,~ - W”~\~+” is the universal exact functor 
killing “.flR ,a, ‘+’ but that doesn’t seem worth pursuing. 
If 4 L is a field then YV~$+” provides an explicit construction for the quotient 
Abelian categori &YRp/X’i+r, at least when R is Cohen-Macaulay. Compare 
this with the quotient of an abelian category by a localizing Serre subcategory 
[II, p.401. 
5. COFINALITY IN CODIMENSION 1 
Let d - R be as in Section 4, that is, superpure, with Cohen-Macaulay 
closed fiber. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let ~fli$pA+~ be the category of R-modules S with the 
property that for some quotient R’ == Rj(f, ,..., f,)R of R by a relative regular 
sequence of length p with (fi ,...,.f,)S = 0, S ’ is a finitely generated k(R’/.rl)- 
module flat over A. 
xote that ,y”‘“/P+l C [lptP+l 
RI.4 ” R/A . 
%E~REI~~ 5.2. Suppose A --f R is essentially smooth and A is Artk. Then 
Yb“p~i' i-l r ~~/~~~f~~" is co$naI for p < 1. R/.4 = 
P~ooj. The case p = 0 was implicitly handled in [6, Theorem 3.81: The 
closed fiber of k(RjA) over A is a field, so flatness of X over A implies freedom 
of S as h(R/i-l)-module, and thus X comes from a free R-module. 
Suppose p = 1, and SE .A’$$, . Choose R’ = RIf’R where f' is a relative 
nonzero divisor and S is a finitely generated k(R’/A)-module. Let T’ be the 
semilocalization of R at the minimal primes of R’ aA k: this amounts to in- 
verting all elements of R which map to relative nonzero divisors in R’; moreover, 
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the elements inverted are relative nonzero divisors of R. as well. M’e see easily 
that: 
(1) 7” @,f 12 is a regular semilocal ring of dimension 1, 
(2) k(T’/=l) = k(R/A), 
(3) T’if ‘T’ :: k(R’/iZ). 
By (3), -‘i is finitely generated as T’-module, so we may find a resolution 
E: (0 + C’ ---f F --f .I- - 0), 
where F is a free T’-module of finite rank. By (1) and flatness of S, C! I,;,!,., k is a 
free T’ ,?$,, h-module, so by Nakayama’s lemma, U is a free T’-module. Since T’ 
is a localization of R by relative nonzero divisors, we may find an exact sequence 
such that D &jR T’ z E, and by (3.3) we know ME JLR,,, . The remaining 
problem is that perhaps f’M # 0. Since f’X = 0, then 0 = S @r, k(R/A) --= 
M @a k(R/iZ). Choose a relative nonzero divisor f” E R so f”M = 0, and 
assume.f’ divides-f”. Let R” = R/f “R; since M is supported on R”, we see that 
M (j&,, k(R”/iZ) E%‘$, . Let T” be the semilocalization of R at minimal 
primes of R” @I.., k; we list its properties: 
(2’) k(T”/A) = k(R/A), 
(3’) T”/f”T” = k(R”/A). 
Consider the diagram 
M OR T” =+ M OR k(R”jA) = W 
Lx- := M OR T’ N‘+ M OR k(R’/A). 
The top map is an isomorphism because f “M = 0, the bottom map is an 
isomorphism because f’X = 0, and the right-hand map is surjective by 
Lemma 4.5. 
So IV --f IV (&.“T’ = X is surjective; since T’ is a localization of T” by 
elements which are relative nonzero divisors on R’, there is some h E R which 
is a relative nonzero divisor on R’ so that hY = 0, where Y = ker(IV+ X). 
Since no prime of height 1 in R” @,, k contains both h and f ‘, no prime of T” 
contains h andf’ so (h,f’)T” = 1, and we can let 1 = ah + bf’ in T”. Notice 
that 0 - Y + W -+ X - 0 is an exact sequence of T”-modules. 
Define W-P E7 as w w(6f’). (wbf’ E W because f’X == 0.) If u: E 1’ then 
wbf’ = ~(1 - ah) = w. Therefore Y 0 X g W. Q.E.D. 
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C'OROLLARY 5.3. There is a long exact sequence 
... -> h+?‘& ---f Ki&,,, --t h’iA;‘,$ ---f Ki-l&,/, --f ... 
which ends at I~&8Sl~/2~ , 
PSOO~. Apply Theorems 1 .I and 4.8. Q.E.D. 
6. FLASQUENESS 
I,et -4 he an Artin local ring with residue field k and S : ~- Spec(,4). 
LEhliVA 6. I. If R is a Noetherian flat &-l-algebra and R @jjA k is dlacau/aVv 
then k(R/.-J) 7.. n k(R,/.il), h ZL~ ere J runs over the minimal primes of R. 1 
Proof. Since R hA k is Macaulay, the relative nonzero divisors of I? are 
those elements f contained in no minimal prime x. Thus k(R/A) is the scmi- 
localization of R at its minimal primes, and is the product of its local rings. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If R is an essentially smooth -d-algebra, then 
where ‘/ suns oz’er all primes in R of height p. 
Proqf. We simply combine Definition 5.1 with Lemma 6.1 applied to 
R' R/'(fi >...,f,)R. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 6.3. If S is a flat S-scheme, let K:“+’ = ~,,~,(B@/i”(AY/S), 
BQ,&‘J’l(ALjS’). Let X,Pl”“(X/S) he the sheaf on 9 associated to the presheaf 
1. --f Kf;‘, ” I~‘( CT/S), and let Xqfl(JYjS) he the sheaf associated to CT+ K&‘i’( r’jS). 
(See [6, Sect. I].) 
PROPOSITION 6.4. if &I7 is a smooth S-scheme, q > 1, and p :< 1, then 
.X’““l+l(.Y, S) = @ (j,),K,~“‘“+‘(~~~~4), rl 
v 
where J runs over all points of LY of codimension p, and thus is a$asque she& 
Proof. The case p = 0 is treated in [6, Theorem 3.81. For p == 1 the result 
follows from Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 6.2. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 6.5. There is an exact sequence 
@j k;l”(C”x,,:A) + H”(X, x;‘3(x, S)) + H”(X, 3qX)) - 0. 
Proof. This follows from the exact sequence 
obtained in [6, (‘orollary 1.61. 
7. TAME SYMBOLS 
Let R be a ring, I’C R a multiplicative set of central nonzero divisors, 
I; 7: T--lR, and let 2 be the exact category of R-modules of projective dimen- 
sion I killed by T. There is a long exact sequence 
... 4 &.,.,F A A-,X --f I&R ---f . . . 
If f, g t II’. the symbol (f, g) is an element of l&F. We propose to calculate 
d{f, g} E Kg?. 
The long exact sequence results from the homotopy Cartesian square [5]: 
We must find a representation of (f, g> which is easy to lift to S-lE’ from 
s-lS(bp). 
Consider- the commutative diagram in SYG’(b,) depicted in Fig. 7.1. Here s 
denotes the isomorphism of F” == F @ F which interchanges the two factors. 
Since the boundary is (0,O). we have described a certain element y of 7.J V(-Yp,) 
= K2F. Notice also that the arrows in Fig. 7.1 have as first component either s 
or id, and these isomorphisms come from isomorphisms of RB; this will make 
the lifting possible. 
For computations in the Steinberg group, we will abuse notation and consider 
(f) and (d y) to denote th e same matrix. We now do some calculations along 
the lines of [7], and adopt the notation there. 
The diagram in Fig. 7.2 represents the image of y in rlF’ :.= G(F) s St(F) I 
Gl(F). It follows that 
j(y) = (,$(S)(id-f@l) k(s)- ) 1 CLd,s(-~‘l,(k(,)Cid.f~l) ,+~l) 1 
= /+)‘id,f”W) . /+)(id.vOl) . Q) k(s)‘id,f@l) 
=: j((iq c-, 1)-l * s) k(s)j((g @:I 1)-l * s) k(s)“j((f 13 1)-l * s) k(s) 
: j(((fg) l * s) (g l * s)” (f-l * s)S). 
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(F~,F~) id,-1 , (F~,F~) 
! 
id,f@l id,f@l 
(F2,~2) id,*1 ---(F2,F2) _-___ 
-4 
(F2,F2) p--m~p, id,109 (F2,~2) 
4 
id,f@l id,f@l 
(F2,~2) -~ d&--- (F2,F2J 
(F2,~2) - -p------f (F2,~2) id,%?1 
J __- 
--__ 
FIGURE 7.1 
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Here s also denotes the matrix (t ,$. Let w = (9 0'). Then g *w = [h,,(g), 
%?(1)1 = (&(g) W?(l)) %(-1) == %(g) %-1) = fMd. 
Let 
--I 0 0 0 
the image in GZ(F) of h14(-1). Then 
0 0 
10 0 0 
-- 
wt = 
00 1 0 
~--~ 
0 -1 
=s@lO-1. 
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(0) fn,ci) __- 
.+. I 
i 
(“-,F-) ____j : 
id,g ~3 1 1 
(2) 
id,f Q 1 
(2) 
s,s 
(2) 
id,f @ 1 
(2) 
T 
s,s 
(2) 
f 
id,q I3 L 
12) ‘:‘-,i”, z--L,- 
s,s 
(2) 
Thus 
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Thus 
We have shown (for any ring F): 
I'ROPOSITIO~ 7.3. The element of &F represented in Fty. 7.1 is {f, g}. 
It is hard to see directly that Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 1 from [7] are homotopic. 
Now we lift Fig. 7. I to SIE’. We depict objects of S-lE’ as pairs (P, Q ++ M) 
where P, Q E :Y, and ME X. Arrows are of the following three types: 
or 
. (P’, 0’ ---f-f M’) . (P’, 0 -+ Al’) 
In Fig. 7.4 is depicted an element of n,S~‘E’; it is a lifting of Fig. 7.1 and 
is uniformly four times as large. (The notation used in Fig. 7.4 is as follows. We 
have objects 
.i = (R, R --ff O), 
B r= (R, R ++ R/f), 
C = (R, R ++ R,ig), 
D == (R, R ++ R/fg), 
0 = (0, 0 ---f-> 0) 
in S-IE’. The arrow s is the switch isomorphism. Unmarked arrows are iden- 
tities. The other arrows all involve the identity map on the S component, and 
involve arrows from E’ as follows. 
=I R-++O 
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I f@i 
c@i\.--.- 
FIGURE 7.4 
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The arrows 1: Ag +C, 1: B+D, I: C+D,g: A+C, andg: B-+Dare 
analogous.) It is now easy to apply the forgetful functor PIE’ + QZ to 
Fig. 7.4, yielding Fig. 7.5. 
If .A? is any exact category, then we can always get an element of k;~1”/ as 
follows. Suppose 
are two exact sequences in .ti. Let T(E, F) d enote the class in K&! = n&// 
of the commutative diagram in Fig. 7.6 in ($A’: 
I -OONNO- 
I I 
O-N-O 
Note that if &’ = L @ N and E and F are the usual exact sequences, then 
T(E, F) r= 0. 
With this notation we have: 
PROPOSITION 7.7. Given f, g E T, let E = (0 4 R/f+ Rjfg ---f R/g + 0) 
and let F ;= (0 + R/g -j Rjfg --f R/f + 0). Then d{f, gj == T(E, F). 
Remark 7.8. IfL = 0, it is easy to see that T(E, F) == [IV, 01, where 0 is the 
automorphism N -j M -+ N, and [IV, 01 is the element of Kl defined by 
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represents the same class in z,CJ/f~; this follows from the fact that r,(;),/i’ acts 
trivially on r&,4!. 
\\‘e can use the fibration S ‘S--a S liY l (,, ./I if ,fl is scmisinlplc [4] to 
see what the corresponding element of nILVIS k;,/I’ is. WC ma!- lift to S ‘I? 
and get the diagram in Fig. 7.9; we have actually lifted 
which can be seen to represent the same class in z-&L// by- using hcmotopies 
such as 
(The notation used in Fig. 7.9 is as follows. We have objects 
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FIGURE 7.9 
of S-lB and arrows 
0 o-w0 
Ii! i 
0 N--N. 
The arrow a4 -+ A @ B arises from the action of S, and the equality C 0 B - 
B @ C is just that; it is not the switch map. We let 0 denote the arrows which 
are 1 on the S component, and 8 on N.) 
The boundary of (7.9) yields the class in the following lemma. 
r- 
I 
-I 
i i 
FIGURE 7.12 
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LEMMA 7.10. If ,/L is setttisirrlple, then [A’, If], as dejined in Rrttrat~lr 1.8, i.f 
@en lty the path 
(0, 0) -* (X, IV) -LL (Iv, Iv) - (0, 0) 
in 2l.S. 
1Ve treat now the case where E = I;‘. 
LEMMA 7.11. IJ“ E == F thtl T(E,F) = [L", ('; ;)I. 
PKOO$ R :: F means L = A\‘, so we can transform Fig. 7.6 into Fig. 7.12. 
The top half of Fig. 7.12 can be tucked away by folding on the diagonal, and 
the bottom half can be recast as 
i 
I- 
r- 1 / O 
L” 1, 
4. 
1 
where ,Y ~~ (y j,). Folding this along the diagonal yields the result. U.E.D. 
Pwo$ Let in be a uniformizing parameter. Then Lemma 7.11 shows that 
dj77, ~1 [K”, (y A)] :-= ~ 1. If f, g E R ‘, then tl(.f. ,?I -= 0 because :f, gj comes 
from K2R. 
If f E R i, then d{f, vj = [k, f] = ,q by Remark 7.8 and Lemma 7.10. 
These three cases of the formula, together with additivity of both sides, yield 
the result. QED. 
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8. DIVISORS 
\Ve return to the notation of Section 3. 
In this section we will compute the effect of the map 
from Lemma 3.13 on the elements T(E, 8’) defined in Fig. 7.6. It will be clear 
that the computations will apply equally well to the boundary map in the 
localization theorem for projective modules. We anticipate the calculation with 
the following definitions. 
Call L C V a lattice if L E 9 and S-lL = I-. If L, , L, are lattices in I’, then 
there is a lattice L with L CL, and L CL, (e.g., L = sL, for suitable s E 5’); let 
x(,5, , La) = [LJL] - [L,jL] E &,N. It is easy to see that x(L, , L2) does not 
depend on L. 
Suppose Er := (0 + I”- I-+ I”’ --f 0) and E, =:: (0 + I”’ --f Y -+ Y’ + 0) 
are exact sequences in J -. There are exact sequences E; =I (0 + L; + L, --f 
FIGURE 8.2 
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L; - 0) and F2 = (0 - Li -L, + L6 - 0) in 9 so that Sp’F, = E, and 
S-lF, = E, , by Lemma 3.6.1. Let x(E, , &) denote x(L, , L,) - x(L; , Li) - 
x(L;I , Li) E K,,.&“. If Fl Cpr are two exact sequences of lattices in Z$ , then 
x(& , L,) = [&/LJ + x(L, , L2), etc., so x(-f& , E,) = x(E, , E2) + [&/L,] - 
[L&i] - [L;/L;] = x(E, , E,). Since the set of suitable Fl is filtering, x(E, , &) 
is independent of the choice of F,; similarly for F, . 
PROPOSITION 8.1. d(T(E, , E,)) = x(E, , E2). 
Proof. We choose I;; , F, as above. We may assume L, 3 L2 , L; 3 Li , 
and L; 3 Li by replacing F2 by SF, for large s E S. We lift as much as we can 
of Fig. 7.6 (in which L, M, and IV have been replaced by V’, V, and V”) along 
the map QJ?~,~ -F Q”tu- and obtain Fig. 8.2. Its boundary is in QJ, and 
represents [L,/L,] - [L;/Li] - [L;/Li] =. x(E, , E,). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.3. If V E Y and 8: 7. --f Vis an automorphism, then d[V, 61 = 
x(L, 0L) where L C V is a lattice. 
Proof. Let Er = (O-O+ I-L l-+0) and E, =(0--+ T-+l 1.+O-•O) 
so that [I’,01 -T(E,,E,); let Fl =(O+O+L+BL-0) and lJ= 
(0 -+L -+L --t 0 - 0). Then x(E, , ES) -= x(L, L) - x(QL, L) ,y(L, 0L). 
Q.E.D. 
9. DESCRIPTION OF H?(X,XJ 
We return to the notation of Section 6, where S = Spec(=I), S is smooth 
over S, and il is an Artin local ring with residue field k. 
Suppose that X is a family of surfaces; then there are no modules of co- 
dimension 3 in X, so 
NO(X, x:“(x/s)) =- @ Ko2(P’,,,,‘d), 
where Y runs of points of codimension 2 in S, i.e., closed points in S. (Notice 
that the modules in &!2(lfiX,d/il) are finitely generated free J-modules.) 
Let A2(X) denote N”(S, d<(X)); from Corollary 6.5 we have the exact 
sequence 
We must compute the image of do in order to get relations for .4”(X). 
Notice that 0, has dimension 1, so 
K:‘2(6,/A) = K,‘( 9,/-4) 
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It follows from [6, Theorem 1.31 that Krr(O,/i2) --, Kr”(C,/A) is zero, and thus 
&: Ki”(C’,/A) --f k;r(O,/d) is surjective. Suppose S is irreducible. From 
[6, 3.81 we see that Ki”(CJ’,/S) = K&X/S). Since k(X/S) is a local ring, 
K&(X/S) is generated by symbols [f,g> where f, g are (relative) nonzero 
divisors in 6,. Thus sufficient relations for ,42(X) are given by elements 
4(4.,M d)+ SUPP ose x E X is a closed point. Since everything above is con- 
travariant in X for flat maps, we may replace S by -‘i, = Spec(O,) in order to 
compute d,,,(d,,,,(f, g>) E K,“(C?!,,/A). By additivity we may assume f, g E C, 
Let R == Co, 
and 
E, LZ (0 - (R/f), - (W), - (R/g), - O), 
Then d,+,{f, g} = T(E, , F,) E K1r(C,j24) by (7.7). Now by (6.4), K~‘“(C.JA-l) == 
@?, K,r(@,/A) where z runs over points in CZ of codimension 1. For those 
z f v let 
and 
J% = (0 - (R/Y), - (R/f (3 R/g), - (R/g), - O), 
Fz = (0 - (Rig): - (R/f Cl R/g), - (WL - 0). 
(Note that all but a finite number of these are zero.) Let Ed = @ E, , F, = (3 Fz . 
Since the functor A@(OJA) + JW(L”‘,/A) carries R/f (resp. R/g) to @(R/f)- 
(resp. @(R/g),) we see that E and F have end terms actually in ?“1/2(O’,/A). From 
Lemma 3.8.2 and Definition 4.7 we see that E and F are in Wr/“(C?,.s). For 
z f y, we know T(E: , Fz) -= 0 in Krl(UZ/A), so T(E, , F,) = C T(E, , F,) = 
T(E:, , Fu). Thus d,,,(d,,,{f, g)) = d,JT(E, ,F,)) = x(E, ,FJ by Proposition 8. I. 
The above furnishes a complete description of the relations for A42(X) with 
no reference to higher K-theory; still, it is very complicated. 
To sum up, for each triple (r,f, g) with y E X a point of codimension I, 
f, g E R(;EIIS)*, there is a family of elements c, = c&(y,f, g) E K02(0,.A) for a 
finite number of closed points N in the closure of y. If f, g E C’l: , then c, : 
x(E, , F,), where Ez , F, are constructed from f and g and x is described in 
Section 8. Finally, ,-1”(X) is the quotient of @ K02(Ifl,/A) by the subgroup 
generated by the elements c(y,f, g) :-_ Co cs(v,f, g). 
Observe that iff, g E pz, then c, == x(E,!, , F,) = 0. Moreover, if y is the only 
component of f or g which passes through x, then x(Er, F,) := 0 (because 
T(E,, , FJ comes from Kr1(C’l,/.4)). 
IffE C?$, then T(E, , F,) = [(6,/g), ,f]; ‘f 1 moreover y is the only component 
of g, then ~(4, , FJ = x((R/g), f (R/g)) by Corollary 8.3, so c, = [O,/(f, g)] E 
k;,2(O,/A). The latter element is the one we would expect to be the divisor off 
considered as a function on the support of g. 
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